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Application of Meteorological Rocket Syy ems
Wams L. WFnn AND KENN-r1 R. JENKiNi JUL 3 0 19b
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Abstrac-A series of test rocket firings has been conducted during the past 1i-men-
egablish the operational feasibility of numerour rocket systems for-meteorological observa-
tions. As might be expected, the most desirable systems from the point of view of instrumenta-
tion are generally not the most desirable from that of the rocket-firing problem. It- has been
demondtrated, however, that a rerAonable observation schedule can be accomplished by the
judicious application of currently available rockets and sensors. The moat v&riable of high-
atmosphere meteorological parameters is the flow. Chaff was used initially for rocket wind
measurements because it culd be expected to provide a suitable indication of the wind in the
atmosphere above balloon sounding levels. It is easy to package and deploy. Most of the
available high-atmosphere wird data have been obtained through uae of a chaff sensor, and it
is still most applicable for point measurements and at very high altitudes.

The need for a more coherent sensor and a vehicle capable of tranporTilig a telemetry
system to proride for the measurement of other parameters has resulted in the development
of a parachute system. Although an altitude range problem will always be encountered, it is
posible to obtain data from approximately 20000 ft. to the surface through the application
of a cingle parachute and balloon combination. Launch and flight charactermtics of the tested
rockets are presented for use in applying this new observational technique. Careful adherence
to the design and operational restrictions indicated by these data will result in savings in the

S "-effort required for development of the various desirable measuring techniques. Experience to
date i "i.s that it is pomible, with available equipment and a reasonable expenditure of
effort, to obtain profiles of several meteorological parameters from the surface to altitudes of
the order of 200,000 ft.

Introduction-The lower reaches of the at- above may produce significant information it is
mospheta have received a great deal of atten- not likely that the necessity of direct oberva-
tion during the past 30 years as a result of ex- tion can be avoided. The only available system
ploration by balloon techniques. A large amount for systematically probing the region from 20

j of data has been accumulated between the sur- miles to 100 miles is the meteorological rocket
face and 50,000 ft by these methods, but the data [Stroud, 1958; and Spencer, 1958]. A rocket
are osually mom sparse at higher altitudes and technique is neither simple nor easy, but in view
are generally not considered satisfactory above of the complete lack of other methods of obtain-
75,000 ft [MerviU, 1949). It is possible to in- ing data, the details of such an operation are
crease the maximum altitude obtained by bal- presented for the edification of the profession.
loons, but a significant amount of data will The U. S. Army Signal Missile Support

probably not be obtained above 100,000 ft Agency, White Sands Missile Range, New Mex-
ithrog balloon systems. ico, has initiated observational studies of the

The application of satellite vehicles to me- atmosphere by rocket systems to complement its

teorological observation problems is opening a activities in support of the missile program
new era for meteorologists. Although the earth [Jenkins and Webb, 1958]. The effects of the
satellite performs a function of which no other atmosphere on the flight of a missile cover a
system is eapable, it is limited in that it cannot wide range of physical phenomena. The ballistic

, operate in the regions of the atmosphere below effects of drag and wind must be considered, as• 100 miles. The interim region of the atmosphere wrell as the propagation effeta involved in _e
is, therefore, lrgely unprobed by direct observa- transmission of various forms of energy that the
tim. Althoh obs tion from below or from missile communicates to the atmosphere, either
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Fra. 1-Configurations and performance characteristics of tea..-d meteorological rocket&.

as desired or as inadvertent radiation. A mete- 140,900 ft at White Sands Missile Range. The
prological rcket launching installation has been Loki Phase IA can deliver the came payload to

set up, and a total of 120 rounds has been fired 280,009 ft. The stress on the Loki Phase IIA
in huppon of various experiments requiring in- system is such that an alternative vehicle has
formation about the state of the upper atmos- been develcped. The system c-in sists of the Loki
phere. The following data are presented to show Phase I booster and an enlarged dart which
the meteorologist the scope of problems en- carries a 2-lb Naka motor. This system is cx-
countered and to indicate the present state of pected to provide adequate altitudes without
the meteorolcgical rocket art. the excessive speeds that result in gross aerody-

General performance characteristics of tested namic heating. The Areas rocket was developed '
.meteorolo"ical rockets--. large variety of rock- by the U. S. Navy, Office of Naval Research, to
ets has been utilized in atmospheric studies in meet the need for an economical, easily handled,
t , jwt 10 years [Haig and Lally, 1958]. This meteorological rocket with an adequate payload
6Lsusoa will be devoted to the smaller types [Webb, Jenkins, and Clark, 1959]. As can be
useful in a synoptic system. They range from the seen from the performance characteristics, the
so. ! Loki rocket to the Nike Cajun coafigura- Areas delivers a 12 -lb payload to peak alti-
tan. The choice of a rocket for use in a particu- tude with a total lift-off weight of 77 lb. It
lar case rests largely on the payload require- can also be classed as an easily handled vehicle.
meat and the peak altitude desired. The small If additional payload in weight or volume is

romets are more easily handled and are desirable required, the Asp offers a reasonable solution. '* •
where-yer they can meet the experimental re- Its total weight of 237 lb makes the launching
quirements. operation more difficult. Although the Asp's

As is indicated in the configuration and per- payload capability is advantageoos, its perform-
formance data (Figs. I and 2), the Loki Phase ance and cost rule out itA application to synoptic

f I can be fired with a total rocket weight of only obeervational program&
24 lb to carry a 2-lb payload to approximately The final meteorological rocket system dis-
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APPLICATION OF METEOROLOGICAL ROCKET SYSTEMS 1&51

Ilk problems associated with preparation and firing.
Idealized trajectories are presented, Figure 2,

for the Loki Phase I, Loki Phase IIA, Super
Loki, Areas, and Nike Cajun. The Loki Phase I
reaches a peak height of anproximately 140,000
ft when fired from the 4000-ft al'itude of the
White Sands Missile Range. 7i e Lold Phase

- j11A coasts to approxiately 2:-),000 ft, which
is simrilar to the planned performance of the
Areas. The Super Loki is designed for a peak

-. m~j~i1altitude above 200,000 ft, and the Nike Cajun

reahe wel boe .0000 ft A n e and

exposre on board the rockeis limited at any

logical rockets. tuprvdsootciyfrmore extended

cussed is the Nike Cajun configuration. This Figure 3 indicates the velocity distribution ex-
vehicle is composed of a Cajun moator and a pected during the burning phaee, or ph~.ses, of

INike Ajax booster, provided vith suitable fin the several vehicles. The Loki series is seen to
modifications. The booster is used to prplh experience larg aceelerazions during the initial

secnd~ageCajn rcka toan ltiudeJ a- pase oftheflihtand thus the structural
proximately 50,000 ft, where the sustaner motor stessadtemlinputs are at a imum
can operate efficiently. A payload of 60 lb con- Accelerations are in exress of 200g, requirng
tamed in 465 eu in c= be lifted to hsbo'-. 100 relatively rugged instrumentation. The Nike
miles with the Nike Cajtw. The rocket's total
weight wheni ready to leave the rail, is 1568 lb.
The appliation of the Nike Cajtn rocket is__ "'- I
limited by the cwst a&d te magnitude of the
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-! F. 6-Arcasmetemrlogcal rixct being pe-

sion cap, PnJ initiating a p)yrot-5chic: train which
Fro. 5-Chaff ad paradkute wind sensor fall ve- is set for the desired time o! payload expulsion.

locities.The dart coaste, to peak altitude and the wind
sensor is ejected. The sensors that have been

C4aJun ir a short-burning rocket with accelera- tested extensively consist of an 8-ft mylar para-

tiotis of the order of 509 during boost phase and chute, metalizeti for -adar tracking, for use
second-fftage burning. The piovision for an ex- with the Lcki Phase I vehicle, and rad5ar re-
tended ctast phase in the Super Loki and Nike flective chaff [Thaer and asterson, 1956; and
Cajun pernits second-stage ignition at a high Vaughn, 1957). The parachutc hasc provided an
altitude, taking advantag of the low drag at excellient point source in the region from 140,000
that stage of propulsion. The Areas, on the other ft down to 75,000 ft. Chaff ha.- been used ex-
h and, uses a slow-ho-ming motor which pro- tensively in the Lold Phase J'A to obtain wind
vdes low acceleration over a long period of tim, 7measurementa in the altitude range from 280,000
to achieve a reasonable burnout velocity at an ft down to 140,000 ft. As can be observed in

attde where the drag is relatively low. Re- Figure 5,the fali rate ofa ensor which is ac-
liable instrumentation in this roexet, is relatively ceptable in one of these ranges will generally
easy to achieve, owing to the low accelerations not be aceep.able in the other. The parachute
involved. represents an excellent tracking target for the

The Loki system.-The Loki meteorological radar and provides a point source throughyit
rocket, a modification of the Loki tactical mis- its descent. Comparisons of the wind measure-
sile, is launched from the extruded-rail tubular mentr, with radiosonde values in balloon-attained
launcher shown in Figure 4. Burning time for levels indicate thiat the parachute provides a
the Loki Phase I is 8/10 me, at which time the reasonable means for evaluating the winds. Con-
dart is traveling in excess of 4400 ft sec. The versely, the chaff load disperses with time after
Loli has two major components. The first stage ejection and the wind determination becomes
contains solid propellant and provides the total more difficult [Anderson and Hoehne, 1956;
thrust for the rocket flight. The initial acceler- Anderson. 1957;: aufm Kwmpe, 1957; Bottan,
tion causes tbe second-sa. dart to turn in a 195; Cine, 1957].
J slot and free the locking pin. .Seiraration is In additioa, the strong winds frequently en-
achieved i.; burnout through the force of a countered aloft make it diMcult to track amn
spin-loaded pistoni and differential drag. The sensor through a 190,000ft stratum. Consider-
initial aceleration caiu a weight in the tit) of able research will be necessary to achieve a
the dart to siear it safety pin, igniting a percus- suitable sensor for the entire wind profile.
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Fia. 7-Telemetry in msentati-n for an Aras4 perfomncen te@L

The Arc= sydten-The Arcas ocket

given initial fight test-ng a. White Sands Mis-

Range, New Mexic, during the winter of
!9W5-19. A series of 5 rounds was fired to es-
tbfish the feasibility of the launching system
and to determine the aerodynamic stabilik- of
the rocket. A view of the rocket during b-acon
checkout is shown in Figure 6. The initial friag
incurred a structural failure which caused de- P
viation from the planned trajectory at 15,000 ft.
The o e was eqipped with a DPN-43 radarbeuem whih failed at 15 see., but skin trackng rr1t
of the rock' by radar was possible. The second -
Arm rocket wu instrumented with a telemetry Fla. 8-Performance daracteristics of an Artas
system in an attempt to establish the cause of teA round.
th initial failure. The rocket mas equipped with oaes2265-tc/s 2-wwa nsmitter whic.h was loads on the senvor at these speeds. The lag

modulated by five sub rier oscillator? (Fig. excursions observed as the rocket approached
7). The subcarrier oscillato were in turn con- the speed of mound were ver:fied through re-
iroled by sensors which measured the pitch, duction of ballistic camera data obtained in
yaw, combustion-chamber pressure, and a mingle support of the firing. The large acceleratios
component of the earth's magnetid field. The involved in the roll rate of the rocket as it
pitch and yaw were desired for evaluating became supersonic are not clearly understood.
aerodynamic stresses on the vehicle; the chain- The third Areas test round was fired, with
ber pressure was needed to determine the thrust an AMT4 radiosone tranmitten as payload,
developed; and the magnetometer was included to check the pombility that the extra drag
to measure the roll rate of the vehicle and to resulting from the telemetry antennas and the

S evaluate the attitude of the missile near peak perfurmance sensors were the cause for the lowawhere the parachute wouild be ejected. Figure 8 peak latitude of 73,0D0 ft obtained with round
indictes the data obtained from the telemetry 2.As round 3 r d a peak altitude of 93,000system during the burning phame. As can be ft, it was asmined that a further reduction in
observed, the cornbution-camber pressure be- the drag was required. The roll rate of the
haved somewhat sporadically during the initial rocket is presented in Figure 9. These ds were

.hases operated sooty through most of the obt.ied by'recording the stre .h of the
burning phase, and was slightly unstable at A.T4 antenna located in the siAe of the noebuniout. The angle between the flow about the cone. The signal stren; ' - -- zndulated as the

-. . mimle AMd the misl a&= shows lawg devi- rocket roLlandthe antennawas tuned tewar
tiom during the early phase whch were proba- and away from the receiver. The first few
wy due to te radtvely dm l erod ir seouds of flight were tmaorded i t roult

. I.
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of acquisition problems resulting horn the did not prove satisfactor" in this firg, owing
GMD-I's failure to track in automatic pomtion. to payload limitations and the high speeds irs-
The GMD-1 was 6 miles rom the launch point. volved in reaching a peak altitude in e of
After manual acquisition at approximately 15 100 miles-
", automatic tracking was mairtain d through- The Nike Cajun, a relaiviely large rocket,
oit the flight. piesents seieral problems in handling and prep-

The Areas Launcher consists of an 11-ft tdbe aration. Suitable equipment is required to place
the various components on the laucher. and
a great deal of care mdst be exerised to amre

4 proper mating of the component parts. be
I Nike Cajun is launched from a standard Nike

Id Ajax launcher.- The booster is fitted witS a set

1. of four fins which am considerably araigthened
to stanu U ujciceasea acomerauon resuiung fromx
te sna1 lo&4i The booster burns for 3 sec,
attaining a speed of 3200 ft ee. After booster
burnout, aerodynamic drag separates the sta s,
and the Cajun coasts for approximatey 15
sec. The Cajun motor then ignites, burning for

.. . . . . . . . . 3 see and then cosn in a trajectory that

2% A, 29 :F* 32 X 34 36 4- curesitwellabov-e100 mies. The record alti-nt ?%-. --. ,.tude attained with a 674b payload is 121 nu"es.
Fia. 9--Roll rate o the Areas during test la Ech- Excellent Lrajectory data were obtained by ra-

in& obtDed by '=29 AMT-4 transuitter and dar tracking cf the DPN-4; transponder.GIAD-l ground eqi..nment. Condcu6&i--The rocket firing crews of the
U. S. Army Signal Mjsle Support Agency have

which has a larger concentric chamber about

its base. The rocket is mounted on a split
piston and is held in alignment with the axds -

of the launcher by means of rigid foam blocks. .
This eqiatn falls away as the rocke leve
the launcher. Initialy the exhaus gase are ---
allowed to by-peas the piston to reduce lift-off
accelerations. The pressure them bilds up and ', __ ,-

assists in obtaining the desired eit velocity. ff' ___ 'i,
A rvdsign of the nose-cone configuration was

incorporated in subsequet rockets, and the
fourth round was fired with adumnmy load to an -' Z 5
altitude of 178,000 ft. The fifth flight, which ._- I
achieved an altitude of 171,000 ft, included an -
AMT4 radiosonde transmitter which operatted
only during the first 15 sec of flight.

The Nike Cajun System-A se'ies of seven Fio. 10-The Nike Cajun rocket during launiching
Nike Caun firmp was conducted at White prparon&."
Sands Masie Range by the U. S. Army Signal
Misle Support Agency during the summer of fired a total of 120 meteorological rockets; 105
1958. Instrumentation in the Nike Cajun (Fig. of them performed satisfactorily, and data were
10) nose cones included a DPN-41 radar beacon, obtained from 73 of the firi ;L The rather low
used in certain propagation studies. and a percentage of complr ly sucesful firngs i
inak generator, which was being tested as a partly due to testing of experimental com-
wind meaMrement t nique. The smoke trail poDenta Instancas in which a series of firings

o)
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ceanFuter , i pr-v t in roofke rad-r gaLk- me, 73 windo to1957.ig autd
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